L8: CONICAL LIDS, OUT-TURNED RIM

1 Colchester, Sheepep, Cam. lid 9: romanised. -S ⨿
2 Canterbury, Theatre, DII layer 2, no.6. 3S ⨹
3 Braughing, Henderson Coll. [156]. RS ⨶
   Skeleton Green (not illus.).
   Gatesbury Track (not illus.). 15BC-AD45 ⨹
4 Brickwall Hill, ditch 2, no.10. from 20BC ⨶
5 Park Street, Chalk Floor I fill, no.23. RS ⨶
6 Abington Pigotts, fig.3, E. RS ⨶

Notes
A Roman lid form, usually, that occasionally has some grog-tempered examples in pre-conquest contexts.
L8: conical lids, out-turned rim.